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Cracroft: Rendering the Ineffable Effable: Treating Joseph Smith's First Vi

rendering the ineffable effable
treating joseph smiths first vision
in imaginative literature
the historical and imaginative renderings of the first vision
suggest individual patternsfor
patterns for
bof seeking divine direction and
hof
drawing believers closer to the ultimate goal of knowing god

richard H cracroft
of light exactly over
my head above the brightness of the sun which descended gradually until it fell upon me
when the light rested upon me I1 saw
two personages whose brightness and glory defy all description
standing above me in the air one of them spake unto me calling me
by name and said pointing to the other inis
this
ibis is my beloved son

just at this moment of great alarm

I1 saw a pillar

himi
hear
heaf Himl
hearhiml

this attempt by joseph smith jr to render effable the sublime
and ineffable to contain in words the appearance of the father and
the son to him on that long ago spring morning in 1820 has
become not only the foundational document and fountainhead
of the restoration of the gospel of jesus christ 2 but also a touchstone of faith and orthodoxy for the latter day saints 3 james B
is
ailen asserts that for faithful members belief in the vision
allen
alien
second only to belief in the divinity of jesus of nazareth 4
the first vision is the mucilage of mormonism especially as
joseph related the experience in his 1838 dictation this telling of
the first vision would become part of the history of the church
and as canonized in 1880 and included in the pearl of great price
the unifying dynamic common to every latter day saint all of
joseph smiths subsequent revelations as well as those of his successors in the first presidency reverberate with that first vision
and its complex of significances
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joseph smiths account evolving as it did over time and
through numerous tellings is a powerful literary tour deforce that
authority5155 and authenticates and
authority
centers josephs charismatic authority15
presents compelling evidence for his divine call to prophethood
reifies what harold bloom has called joseph smiths authenit also reidies
tic religious genius and his uncanny religion making sensibilities
16
6
prophets
all
gifted
as the most
of american
As the body of saints would gradually come to understand the
first vision also reestablishes the doctrine of an anthropomorphic
god and theomorphic humankind the vision clarifies the being
and relationship among the personages of the godhead and elucidates the pattern of relationship between the godhead and human
beings through continuing revelation revelation that comes not
only from god to his prophets but also from god to individual men
and women thereby promoting in every believer the faith vitalizing
expectation of his or her own sacred grove experience
the first vision is integral to the story of the latter day saints
and to their very existence as a people repeated and heartfelt
recitations of the event together with testimonies sought gained
and uttered regarding its divinity have over time transformed the
first vision into the kind of profound story that presents posits
cultural commentator neil postman an organizing framework
and direction for a people and enables them to make sense out of
theory about how the world works 7
the world by providing a
martyred
in the century and a half since joseph smith was martyred
only twenty four years after his first vision several generations of
poets dramatists and writers of fiction have attempted with varylitera rily these writing success to come to grips with the vision literarily
ers have returned each new generation to the sacred grove to
re
berender
recount redact review and rerender
render josephs experience in ways
appropriate to changing times and literary purposes
As the following survey of LDS poetry drama and fiction
about the first vision demonstrates the vision continues to reverberate among the latter day saints it serves not only as a foundational document and doctrinal exegesis but increasingly also as a
springboard to personal and universal revelation commensurate to
the spiritual needs of those generations of saints which knew not
joseph ex 18 the lives of those saints continue to be affected
117
217
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by his adventures with deity and by the implications of josephs
vision for every faithful latter day saint
1I

in religion in america his intriguing study of joseph smith
and mormonism harold bloom prophesies that a major american
some time in the future will write the mormon story as
poet
the epic it was in fact he asserts nothing else in all of american
cormons
Mormons
history strikes me as materia poetical
poetica equal to the early mormons
to joseph smith and to his followers 8 and he calls for strong
poets major novelists and accomplished dramatists probably
gentiles to tell josephs history 9
william mulder long ago anticipated blooms call for a mormon
epic with some hardheaded reality about the challenge of rendering
the ineffable effable about transforming into other forms of literature the powerful stuff of mormonism and the matter of the first
vision mulder wrote paraphrasing writer critic bernard devoto
god the best storyteller made a better story out of joseph and the
mormon wandering than fiction will ever equal 10 in fact so strong
is the personality of joseph smith and so authoritative and definitive is his rendering of the sacred grove experience that subsequent attempts at retelling the first vision usually pale and shrink
before the power of the original and cause one to ask why anyone
would venture to retell refurbish or rerender the event
the challenge is formidable to capture in the right words
and tone without diminishing or sentimentalizing trivializing or
hyperbolizing that awe and grandeur that approximate the supernal experience itself to render effable the spiritual ineffable to
transform a timeless vertical event that has become sacralized and
mythologized
mythologizer and thus heroic into an accessible and credible horizontal literature all of this signals an ambitious undertaking that is
unlikely to be realized by mere mortals
joseph smith himself refined his written account of the first
vision through his 1832 1835 1838 1842 1843 and 1844 re
mountings
countings
coun tings of the event though he never attempted to render his
sacred grove experience in any other literary form however he
W W phelps
may have attempted probably with the assistance of
ofww
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if phelps was not as 1I suspect the actual author to render in ballad stanzas his 1832 vision of the lord that is now published as doctrine and covenants 76 the ballad is entitled the vision
joseph the prophet in spirit beheld
and the eyes of the inner man truly did see
sketchd in a vision from god
eternity sketchy
of what was and now is and yet is to be
1I

and the glory of god shone around where I1 was
and there was the son at the fathers right hand
fulness of glory and holy applause 12
in a falness

it becomes painfully evident that the strained verse does not
rise to the grandeur of its subject the poem also demonstrates that
the poet anticipating the problem to be faced by future generations of latter day saint or gentile writers is himself subject to
historical tyranny that is he cannot free himself even for imaginative artistic purposes from the assertive facts of how it really
joseph his intent in recastwas if the ballad was indeed written by byjoseph
ing in verse his vision of the three degrees of glory was doubtless
the same as most future writers intentions in recasting and retelling the first vision to teach the uninformed to remind the
believer to inspire and to testify and further the writer attempts
disrespecting
to achieve all of that without irreverencing or dis
respecting the original sacred account without sounding a dissonant note in the
minds of faithful latter day saints who resist others attempts to
alter and thus profane the truths that joseph saw and recorded

nH
latter day saint writers ventured at first slowly then increasingly to transform josephs first vision into other forms of literamanwarings
warings
ture joseph smiths account of the vision and george Man
hymn joseph smiths first prayer first published in 1878 long
Man warings hymn
imposed a virtual monopoly on the subject manwarings
remains the standard poetic alternative to josephs own prose
account of the first vision the hymn inspired in part by one of
1113
13
A
has become
C
C
vision
sens
Christen
paintings
the first
CCA christensens
for many the initial and enduring entry into the vision the lyrics
set for all time in beloved narrative verse the received standard tone
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phelphs
ss
phelpss
in dealing with the event a tone reminiscent of W W Phelp
laudatory praise to the man who communed with jehovah
revere 14 joseph smiths
and nations revere14
whom kings shall extol
juvethejuve
first prayer apparently heavily revised by the editors of the
nile instructor in which it first appeared 15 continues to illuminate
the sacred grove
oh how lovely was the morning
radiant beamed the sun above
bees were humming sweet birds singing
music ringing thru the grove
when within the shady woodland
joseph sought the god of love
humbly kneeling sweet appealing
twas the boys first uttered prayer
poers of sin assailing
when the powrs
filled his soul with deep despair
but undaunted still he trusted
in his heavenly fathers care
suddenly a light descended
brighter far than noonday
noon day sun
and a shining glorious pillar
oer him fell around him shone
heavily beings
while appeared two heavnly
god the father and the son

joseph this is my beloved hear him
oh how sweet the word
josephs humble prayer was answered
and he listened to the lord
oh what rapture filled his bosom
for he saw the living god 16

because of the primacy of josephs own account and the
Man warings hymnal rendering the first vision which
ofmanwarings
ofMan
popularity of
manwarings
standing missionary tract joseph smith
longstanding
was reprinted as the long
tells his own story remained virtually undisturbed by LDS or gentile authors until well into the twentieth century
poetica during
joseph smith jr himself was often materia poetical
the last quarter of the nineteenth century and figured in such varifield kings an epic poem louisa L
hopfield
ous poems as hannah Top
topfield
greene Richard
Whitneys
whitneyt
ss the three josephs and orson EF whitneys
richardss
richards
ambitious but turgid erias
elias an epic of the ages 17 but not until
ellas
I1
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osmondo
epic length poem the exiles 1926 do we disalfred Os
osmonds
monds epic4ength
cover the first of three poetic decidedly orthodox and very respec table treatments of the first vision osmond then professor of
spectable
english and department chair at brigham young university
couched his rendition of the vision in the oracular jogging rhythms
longfellows
and stanzas of henry wadsworth Long
fellows popular song of
hiawatha enabling the poem to move towards its inevitable climax with cadenced certitude and power
kneeling down to ask the father
for the wisdom that he needed
he was forced into a conflict
with an agency of evil
that was seeking to destroy him

just how long the struggle lasted
he perhaps could never answer
but when on the verge of falling
in the hands of his opponent
he beheld a light descending
brighter than the sun at noonday
when it circled round about him
he beheld two persons standing
in the brilliant light above him
god the father introducing
his beloved the redeemer
told the boy that he should listen
to the teachings of the savior
simple frank yet firm and fearless
Is the strange supernal story
of the boy who sought for wisdom
in the grove where he encountered
all the potency of evil
and when he was weak and helpless
saw the brilliant light descending
saw the glorified redeemer
saw the presence of the godhead
and was told he had a mission
to perform among the people 18

in 1979 a half century after Os monds now forgotten poetic
saga R paul cracroft published his important but also virtually
ignored book length epic A certain testimony 199 in his powerful
redaction of the book of mormon and its relationship to the ressmiths
toration
iths
to
cracroft introduces in miltonic blank verse joseph sm
its
role in the books history through Cra
crofts own rendering of the
cracrofts
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Cra crofts skillful orthodox poetic treatment of the first
first vision cracrofts
vision varies little from josephs account although his joseph recounts the vision to his parents whom richard bushman claims
were apparently left for some time in the dark regarding specific
10
blending miltonic cadences and modern dicdetails of the vision 20
tion Cra
cracrofts
crofts joseph tells his family
but at my terrors height
hight
I1 saw a shaft of fight
light above my head
inside that light I1 saw
two men 1I cant describe except to say
they looked like angels ought to look one spoke
he even knew my name and said of him
who stood beside him in the pillared light
beloved is my first begotten son
who rules the heavens with me hear ye him

the vision broke as fast as it had come
adance
I1 found myself supine the leaves adance
where stood the shaft of light the grove at peace
As 1I had found it when I1 came 1I tell
you this in testimony of the truth
ive learned that if gods church can yet be found
on earth my hand will help to raise it up 21

the

third noteworthy twentieth century poetic treatment of
the first vision is found in four short poems by elder S dilworth
young in the vision section of his book length sequence of
12
poems the long road from vermont to nauvoo 22
in questions
winter 1819 20 young joseph smith asks a number of rhetorical questions ranging from how does one know when destiny
begins a new course to

of all the churches which is truly
that of god
how does one know which pastor
truth21
truth 2321
has the truth23

in the place the second poem in the vision young follows
the boy to the woods the lad knows best to places that heal and
comfort and make whole and in the vision he continues
there on that spring day
he found a place
no eye could see
and falling on his knees
began to ask of god

the truth
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followingjoseph
following joseph
josephss confrontation with evil
young announces the vision with one
terse line god spake then alternatlines
iines and lyrifines
ing between clipped terse hines
cally soaring lines he relates
two beings stood in air
above his head
transcendent glory from them shone
their brilliance brighter than the sun 2414

S

one spoke
this is my beloved son
hear him

dilworth young

like some vast organ swell
his voice ran pure and free
echoing through the forest
filling the vast reaches of eternity
gone now was fear
terror was no more
the boy spoke as a boy
A simple question asked
which church is right
swift was the reply
in my sight all have

gone astray
none are right 2515

the

fourth poem in the group the best of the sequence follows
joseph out of the forest the youth leaves
I
1

these forest woods
made sacred by this visit
this revelation of the great eternal god
and his exalted son

and so the illuminated young man threads his lonely way
toward his destiny young notes with unadorned power in such
a simple way eternal work begins 126I
I
1

m
in imaginative fiction as well joseph smiths 1838 account of
Dougalls
dougalas
the first vision casts a long if infrequent shadow in lily dougalls
the mormon prophet 1899 a little known but surprisingly well
written novel joseph smith is a central and complex character
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endowed with seductive psychological and hypnotic powers 27
joseph appears in other works of fiction fleetingly in judith
jarm
farm28 heroically and tenderly in dean
Fre
emans the chinchilla earm
freemanb
freemans
farm
hughess historical novel for young readers under the same
29
sours
stars29
garviss
briefly but movingly in sharon downing jarviss
soaks
stars
Jarviss the kal30 tangentially
50
season30
season50
leido scope Season
but meaningfully in virginia
eidoscope
51
sorensens
angeis31
angels51
Soren
sens story of nauvoo A little lower than the Angels
sorenseni
anseis
32 and pivotally
glory52
Glory 52
importantly in paul baileys for this my glory32
in
ruth louise partridges impressive but virtually unknown historical novel other drums in this book joseph alludes to the first
vision while confessing to nancy rigdon that he had plunged into
wild currents 1 I opened the sluices myself in a wood when I1 asked
wisdom of god as my bible advised me he adds sagely never
pray to god for enlightenment sister nancy unless you are pre2333
1133
33
pared to take the consequences 1333
most writers of modern fiction who venture to employ the
first vision in their stories do so in order to ground their tales in
mormon substratal
substrata and thereby create a historic and spiritual foundation that helps explain their characters in such fiction the first
vision becomes as in mormonism a touchstone for the characters faith in joseph smith and the restoration typical of such
whipples
whippler
ples novel the giant
application is an episode in maurine Whip
joshua in which apostle erastus snow introduces the first vision
catechi zing of st george saints the saints sunday
into his ritual catechizing
evening sing and story tell begins with snows query all those
who saw and knew
the
hold up their hands
here
eardleys
leys testimony that the prophet
prophet joseph after sister Eard
joseph
warnt like no ordinary man there allus seemed to be a
fight somewheres inside of him like a candle behind his eyes
light
snow asks how old was joseph when he had his first vision
mans reply this time he was fifteen and it was 1820 the
year of the great religious revival and he read in the first chapter of
james
A

where was this
manchester new york joseph retired to the sacred grove
and kneeled down

the

old old story but clory was suddenly feeling the thick
darkness that gathered around and hearing the voice from out the
31
blinding light this is my beloved son hear him 34
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the poetic treatments most
of the fictional renderings of the first
vision are made for didactic and inspirational purposes for proclaiming and establishing
tab lishing the truth of the restoration as
embodied and illustrated in the vision
with such didactic intent two contemporary LDS writers of fiction cecilia jensen and gerald N lund have woven
joseph smiths 1838 account almost literceally
seamlessly
fiction
and
their
into
maureen whipple
cilia jensen in her carefully researched
and well written novel joseph in palmyra published privately as the first of a trilogy on the prophet
joseph all written amazingly in her late eighties utilizes josephs
recountings
recount ings exactly but enriches her account with a plethora of historical
tor ical anthropological and imagined detail gleaned from recent
scholarship and her own creative vision in this sampling of jen
sens joseph smith joseph tells his family about his vision on the
evening following the event
As with

joseph looked from one to the other parent
father
mother
this morning I1 saw the father and the son the living
god and his son jesus christ they appeared to me from the utter
silence he gathered that no one comprehended what he was telling
them perhaps it would be better to start at the beginning

joseph then recounts in considerable detail his spiritual struggles his attendance at dr lanes revival meeting his determination to pray for wisdom his visit to the grove and the ensuing
events he continues his narration

at that moment he continued softly

1

I saw a light above me a pil-

lar of light exactly over my head brighter than the sun
moment I1 found myself released from that awful power

at that

no one spoke in the intense silence he went on As the light
drew nearer the brightness increased and when it reached the
treetops the whole area came alive with light 1I expected the leaves
and boughs to just bum up but when this did not happen 1I thought
1I would be all right descending slowly the light rested on me
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he paused wishing he had words to describe the experience

then he continued it produced a peculiar sensation throughout my
whole body immediately my mind was caught away from the natural objects about me 1I was caught up in a heavenly vision and saw
two glorious personages who looked exactly like each other

one called my name and then pointed to the other and
said this is my beloved son hear him
in the shadowy candlelight joseph saw the awe in their
faces

35

using a technique similar to cecilia
sens gerald N lund in pillar of
jensens
Jen
hensens
light volume one in his widely read
landmark saga of the restoration the
work and the glory has joseph recount
the first vision in words lifted from
josephs 1838 account but including
some details taken from earlier accounts
this technique troubles eugene england
in his this people review of the book but
immediately placates the majority of
gerald N lund
readers who would be as unlikely to
tolerate another rendering of josephs
vision as southern baptists would be to suffer linguistic liberties
with the new testament words of jesus christ
bunds joseph smith tells the story of his
in pillar of light lunds
first vision to nathan steed the conversation characterizes
joseph but more importantly for lunds
bunds prefaced purpose for the
saga it characterizes young nathan steed and later each member
of the steed family through their varied responses to josephs theophany bunds
lunds purpose is to lead readers to confront the question
how would I1 have responded to joseph smith if 1I were there and
if he had told me he had seen a vision
lund with more skill than anyone to date and without doing
violence to the readers respect for the prophet joseph brings the
revered historical joseph into conversation with a fictitious and
believable nathan steed who vicariously serves in the readers
stead thus steed and melds canonical text with imagined conversation and nathans imagined responses to quicken a familiar
text with personalized meaning
M
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telling young steed iii
liiTU
joseph begins his account by temming
ill not ask
you to believe what im about to tell you nathan he describes
the camp meeting fervor in their neighborhood in 1820 his reading of james 1 and his determination to ask god which church he

should join
and nathan pressed
it was a beautiby now it was early in the spring of 1820
ful clear morning I1 went into the woods and making sure I1 was
alone I1 immediately knelt down to pray

to my amazement

I1 found I1

couldnt utter a word it was

as though my tongue was swollen in my head

nathan blinked this was not what he had expected to hear
suddenly 1I thought 1I heard footsteps behind me someone
walking towards me in the dry leaves I1 was startled I1 whipped
around now at last he looked up directly into nathans eyes no
one was there

nathan felt a sudden chill run up and down his spine

after describing the onslaught of the powers of darkness joseph
continues at the very moment of my deepest despair as I1 was
about to abandon myself to destruction at that precise moment 1I
saw a pillar of light
nathans head snapped up
joseph went on steadily now speaking slowly but with great
earnestness it was exactly over my head it was far brighter than
the sun at noonday the light was so intense I1 thought the very
leaves would burst into flame it descended gradually until it fell
upon me instantly the moment the light touched me 1I was delivered from the enemy which held me bound
light rested upon me 1I saw two personages
he
when the fight
stopped noting the expression on nathans face 1 I saw two personfly whose glory and brightness defy all
firmly
he continued firn
description they were standing above me in the air

ages

now it was nathan who involuntarily passed a hand across his
eyes A pillar of light

two personages

the one

spoke joseph continued softly now and more
slowly as though giving nathan time to digest the words he called
me by name joseph he said this is my beloved son hear him

he stopped watching nathan closely
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nathans mind was reeling are you saying
he faltered
overwhelmed you mean you saw
he could not bring himself
to say it

joseph nodded with the utmost solemnity 1 I saw god and 1I
saw his son jesus christ he sighed suddenly weary 1 I know how
that must sound to you but 1I say again nathan and 1I say it with all
the power of my soul I1 saw the father and 1I saw his son
nathan leaned back totally astonished he could only nod

lund then turns joseph into the teacher varying from the historic account to lead nathan through what have become the received standard LDS lessons to be learned from the vision
what did god look like nathans voice was barely a whisper
1
I mean was he a
he stopped groping for an adequate word
A person

yes
yes nathan most assuredly yes though a personage of glory
and majesty beyond belief but yes nathan god is a person when
he said he created man in his own image 1I know now what he
meant he looks like us
he shook it off no we look like him
he is a person he is our father

he stopped in the distance a meadowlark was calling out its
last evening song the breeze was picking up now making a soft
rustling noise as it danced across the meadow the stream gurgled
cheerfully as it ran past them but nathan was aware of none of this
his mind was a wild tumble of thoughts and emotions 36

in pillar aflight
oflight
of light and the six succeeding volumes to date lund
has done a credible job of freeing himself from the chains of historical tyranny at least enough to render the first vision believable and
profoundly moving for another fin de siale generation lunds
bunds
unobtrusively imaginative yet orthodox revisiting of the sacred
grove revitalizes the prophet joseph as an attractive heroic figure
who is also believable and inspiring and blessedly unhampered
and undiverted by the anachronistic chains of modem psychology
IV
in recent years the first vision and the revelatory mode so
important to the dynamics of mormonism have begun to suggest
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to writers fresh applications of the vision in the lives of the latter
day saints for example although former mormon vardis fisher in
his prizewinning
prize winning but unsympathetically skewed children of god
1939 37 follows josephs narrative sequence in recounting the
first vision his essentially poetical handling of the vision suggests
the possibility of additional uses of and meanings in the experience fisher introduces readers to a joseph who is moved to deep
astonishment at the overwhelming religious fervor that suddenly
finds him praying with strange deep passion
kneeling here in leaf depth and speaking in impassioned wonder to
a great blue pasture with its solitary golden sun after a little he
knew there were tears in his eyes and tears wet and running on his
cheeks as the whole world listened to the anxious humble asking of
his voice 38

then the struggle there was

soft and unreal music in his ears as
light and darkness fought to possess his mind
and then very
softly his eyelids closed upon the awful terror in his eyes then
the vision bursts upon him
he saw first an intimation of brightness far out in the universe
it grew like the softness of morning like a gentle flowering out
of utter darkness as if heaven were overflowing the wastelands of
night as brilliance spilled from gods robe as he walked for a long

moment the light spread and gathered strength and then suddenly
fell downward in a broad beam of terrible splendor in a great and
blinding pillar that touched the earth and lay far out in a white column of eternity then with startling swiftness two persons appeared in this stupendous shaft of light the father and the son
and they were exactly alike in countenance and in the incandescence of their glory they walked down the beam as down a highway of light and one called the prostrate lad by name and pointed to
his companion and said this is my beloved son hear him the
son spoke he declared in the voice of a great organ that all the creeds
of earth were an abomination in his sight
the voice died away in
hight
light slowly
echoes that rolled in solemn music and the highway of fight
faded with father and son standing as vanishing silhouettes against
the infinite the light closed like a shutter to a thin wraith of holiness
19
and slowly withdrew to the lone glittering point of a star 39

vardis fishers poetic and engaging liberties with the first
vision prefigure the tendency quickened in recent years to push
the historical boundaries and the received meanings of the vision
in order to probe the sacred grove experience for yet deeper
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symbolic and mythic meanings most importantly for the latter day
saint however is the democratizing and universalizing of the experience
peri ence the likening of the scriptures unto us as nephi counsels for our profit and learning 1 ne 1925
1923 latter day saints
trace in the vision the pattern of gods relationship with his individual children at work in human lives entering via the vision into
ones own sacred grove and treading in josephs footsteps toward
gaining that testimony of jesus which is says john the revelator
10
the spirit of prophecy rev 19
1910
for example in times of refreshing 1820 poetry enables
allie howe to approach the vision from a different angle to portray nature in poetic harmony with the vision as harbinger of the

restoration
A wisp

of the new morning

washes across his face
and turns him
to wooded temples

where she continues
ancient in days the awakening mother
lifts
against his supplicant knees
and a breath above
reigning all the space around
hoiles
holiest of holies
the hollest
unveil
41
cups from their presence 40
and joseph sups

robert P tristram coffin who published his poem the mor
mons in 1939
1959 was in the vanguard of those who treat the first
vision as an entry to other meanings in the mormonism is over
1930s made popular by the so called
impulse of literature of the 1950s
lost generation of expatriate mormon writers gentile coffin
embodies the vision as the invigorating force of mormonism a
force continued in brigham young but dissipating as the latter day
saints settle into the staid and visionless period of accommodation
joseph smith when he was young
saw a golden censer swung
in the sunset saw two wings
full of eyes and shining things
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among the pumpkins in a field
he found a great book seven sealed

treading furrows joseph trod
walked a twilit comely god

but the vision fades and
the new age caught them up
stifled
stilled the psaltery drained the cup
mormons
cormons
Mormons wings grew heavy lead
and he sank his graying head

all the million eyes grew dim
with the age that crept on him
gone the tents and wives and pride
and the youngest god had died 41
II reinlatter day saint poets reflecting the post world war 11

vigoration and spread of mormonism have also begun in recent
vigoration
years to infuse their poems with the visionary spirit to probe for
broader implications of josephs experience in individual lives
in his ballad the light come down bruce wayne jorgensen
extends the borders of the first vision by shrinking the canvas and
narrowing thefocus
the focus in this deceptively simple and multilayered
ballad jorgensen undertakes to retell the vision in a folk song
just a dusty country boy
praying in the trees
knocked out flat and speechless
again upon on his knees
fight come down
and the light
lord the light come down
sharper than suns he sweated in
it slapped that april mud
it withered the one that threatened him
and stunned him where he stood
yes the light come down
lord it did come down
and he was just fourteen
mixed up and read your book
and took you at your word
and asked and lord
you let the fight
hight
light come down
0 lord- a comin down
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then placing joseph and his vision in
the larger context of gods dealings with
his mortal children jorgensen continues
old adam had a farmers son
and abraham did too
all made of mud but you made em good
and brought em home to you
fight come down
for the light
it always did come down

jorgensen then urges the lord to
bruce wayne jorgensen

look down on country boys
that stink and puzzle and pray
fight to blind their sight
and strike the light
and make their night your day

finally integrating the first vision with all of gods children who
seek light jorgensen concludes
and bless you lord for country boys
each hungry mothers son
treading the furrow his father plowed
just like your single son
when you and him come down
down42
when you the light come down

perhaps the most imaginative and complex poetic rendering
hhaynes
Th aynes three part panof the first vision is found in emma lou thaynes
meditations on the heaven
toum a complex poetic form
Halleys comet into josephs
where she transforms the advent of halleys
balleys
vision and into the painting depicting the vision that hung in the
emigration ward chapel of her youth
angel wings are on the beach
found one shining in the sand
one late night looking for the comet
wed been told would be near pleiades
I1

thayne transforms the ancient icon of angel wings like the
comets head into a celestial body grounded for our view which
becomes in turn an icon representing the light of joseph smiths
first vision the images unfolding in the repeated lines characteristic of the pantoum
suppose he really saw the vision god the angel
my church owns the story joseph in the grove fourteen
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A supernatural sight

of extraordinary

beauty and significance
while praying for a truth that had
eluded others
my church owns the story joseph in
the grove fourteen
not unlike joan young buddha or
mohammed
while praying for a truth that had
eluded others
from unusual encounter the gift more
than surprising

emma
emina lou thayne

it had to be believed the unbelievable

suppose he really saw the vision god the angel
more than white on black that no one else could see
A supernatural sight of extraordinary beauty and significance

in section three the comet Is remembering thayne fuses the
comet the first vision and her own youthful memories of a chapel
painting of the sacred grove to describe the first vision the
vision burns with layered density at center of her being more real
than reality
I1

not until today this small comet in my scalp

the clattering of memory the painting
in the chapel of my childhood against the organ loft
joseph kneeling at the elevated feet of the father and the son
it rose indigenous as music
did the artist put it in the vision or did I1
in the sacred grove sun streaming on the boy at prayer

more real now than the sacred grove I1 occupied one grownup
grown up
sunday
not until today this small comet in my scalp
indelible on knowing like the features of a mother giving milk
in the chapel of my childhood against the organ loft
the vision 43

thayne the artist fuses in herself the complex of comet the heavens the actual and the artistic sacred grove the storied vision and
the artistic vision to reify indelibly and very personally in her own
soul joseph smiths awesome experience Th
aynes poem is the
hhaynes
thaynes
finest kind of effable artistic expression of an ineffable experience
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V

while playwrights such as susan elizabeth howe in burdens
of earth 44 and the late clinton E larson in the mantle of the
15
do not recreate the first
prophet 45
vision their work is informed by the dramatic visionary patterns set in motion in
the sacred grove and replicated in the
aeu
aau
all

lives of josephs followers these followers can say of josephs visions and their
continuing influence on latter day saints
as brigham young says to the recently
deceased joseph in mantle of the prophet on receiving
rec
receiving
eivin
elvin g Jjosephs actual and spirireceivin

tual mantles
clinton F larson

joseph 1I feel your ghost and you have

delivered me
over the veil into the velvet planes
before me the people feel the breath of your being

and they weep for the mission before us
and the scroll of the covenants you wrote upon
joseph
you are with me in the mission
you brought me to that 1I cannot deny

46

this same spiritual presence of josephs vision becomes

a

nesses
dailinesses
kind of visionary template overlaid on mundane mortal daili
and informing much of contemporary mormonism and naturally
mormon imaginative literature wherever one looks in contemporary LDS fiction one finds at the crux of these fictions the expec
tation or at least the possibility of supernal intervention that
pectation
replicates the pattern initiated in josephs first vision
modern LDS writers
it is surprising to realize how many modem
evoke visions dreams and appearances in their fictions whether
in the comical appearances of angel in the rough moroni skinner
to his backsliding
back sliding grandson in samuel W taylors heaven knows
why 1948 or in amys say so or sense dream or her moving
end of book vision of her late husband in eileen G kumps bread
and milk 1979
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visionary appearances occur in nephi nicholess dreams of
julles
elehia
his future wife in jerry M youngs novel elenna
elefia
injuries
injulies
eiena 1992 in
elena
julies
discomfiting apotheosis in margaret blair youngs salvador
1992 and in the visions of several of levi S petersons characAra
ters from pauls epiphany in road to damascus and marabellas
arabeflas
belias
bellas
arabellas
vision of the face of god in canyons of grace to the vernacular
nephite in the third nephite or franks antitype vision of the
cowboy jesus in backslider 1986 recently and more controversial are the mormon like revelatory angelic appearances in tony
pay angels in america
Kushners play
kushnerz
kushners
however the point is clear contemporary mormon fiction
cormons
Mor mons is informed and activated by joseph
and fiction about mormons
smiths first and subsequent visions in fact the vision has become characteristic of seeing the world mormonly
Mormonly
orson scott card the most prolific modern LDS fictionist
embodies and illustrates the concept cards lost boys 1992 his
first so called mainstream novel is centered and concluded in
supernal realities in his tales ogalvin
alvin maker series 4717 card transof aluin
ofalvin
forms the whole religion engendering story of joseph smith into a
fantasy world driven by magic and folklore alvin miller jr the seventh son of a seventh son divinely empowered maker and destined adversary of the unmaker experiences an initiating and
focusing vision in which he sees the shining man at the foot of his
bed in red prophet we learn a rational explanation of the vision
nee indian prophet lolla
from the visionary shaw
lona wossiky but
loua
shawnee
only after alvins
albins first vision has launched the youth into self
discovery and initiated a number of remarkable revelations and white
magic miracles in a related kind of imaginative soaring card in
his memories of earth series has transformed the books of first
nephi and alma including several of their visions into a parallel
science fiction fantasy some of the volumes feature Nefi
Nephi
nefinephi
his brothers good and bad father and differently a powerful
matriarch in an imaginative recasting of the familiar account
though it is not described the first vision is likewise obliquely important in cards important historical novel saints
dinah kirkham handy smith an english convert to mormonism
and later teacher of the smith children and plural wife to joseph
undergoes her own vision in the same evening that elder heber C
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kimball has related joseph smiths first vision dinah has her own
vision in which she sees the face of god the perfect man but
the face becomes the face of joseph smith in distant america
farmbry
father she said softly father father father she was a young farmboy
lying on a bed in his fathers house in america longing for something
knowing it would not come expecting it to arrive any moment

the

feeling grew and grew until she could not bear it the
fight
light also grew within her until at last she could see it a whiteness
spreading from her to fill the room she heard her words become
audible and she finally realized that her angel would not come and
stand outside her in the air that the angel would be within her
19
and her own lips would speak the message she was meant to hear 49

through her own affirming vision dinah gains the testimony of
the restoration she has hitherto resisted she gains that knowledge
by retracing the same visionary path to light and truth that joseph
smiths first vision exemplifies and patterns for his people
VI

in 1847 three years after joseph smith jr s death and twenty
seven years after the first vision john greenleaf whittier wrote
after attending a mormon service in lowell massachusetts
once in the worlds history we were to have a yankee prophet
and we have had him in joe smith for good or for evil he has left his
and knocked out for himself a
track on the great pathway of life
window in the wall of the nineteenth century whence his rude bold
51
good humored face will peer out upon the generations to come 50

joseph smith continues to peer out at millions through the
window of his first vision a window of faith that also enables millions to peer in to confirm joseph as prophet of god while his
recounting of that event in the sacred grove remains the central
access to mormonism josephs narrative together with the growing number of imaginative renderings and uses of that narrative
will continue to suggest individual patterns for seeking divine affirmation and direction
thus the first vision and its various treatments in mormon and
gentile letters continues to enable latter day saints to soar on eagle
wings of effable words and images to ineffable heights of insight
illumination faith and testimony the first vision as recorded by
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joseph smith jr and applied by writers of poetry drama and fiction
enables individual believers to come nearer to the ultimate goal of
knowing god at the same time enabling millions as the saints sing
in the hymn to know brother joseph again 51
richard H cracroft is professor of english at brigham young university an earlier version of this paper under a different title was presented at the association
for mormon letters meetings on january 22 1994
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